Supervised learning results from explicit corrective feedback, whereas unsupervised learning results from statistical co-occurrence. In an initial training phase, we gave pigeons an unsupervised learning task to see if mere pairing could establish associations between multiple pairs of visual images. To assess learning, we administered occasional testing trials in which pigeons were shown an object and had to choose between previously paired and unpaired tokens. Learning was evidenced by preferential choice of the previously unpaired token. In a subsequent supervised training phase, learning was facilitated if the object and token had previously been paired. These results document unsupervised learning in pigeons and resemble statistical learning in infants, suggesting an important parallel between human and animal cognition.
Introduction
Most studies of learning involve supervision; the learner is given a task and is appropriately provided with explicit contingent feedback about the correct or incorrect response. In this way, the learner is directed to make that specific correct response. In unsupervised learning, however, the learner must extract the underlying structure of the information presented, without being provided with any corrective feedback about that information.
This distinction between supervised and unsupervised learning is encountered in many realms of cognitive science: from machine learning (Huang, Huang, Song, & You, 2015) , to speech perception (Goudbeek, Cutler, & Smits, 2008) , to visual categorization (Colreavy & Lewandowsky, 2008; Love, 2002) . Although it is entirely reasonable to equate supervised learning with operant conditioning (where the prevailing contingencies of reinforcement depend on an organism's behavior; see Staddon & Cerutti, 2003) and unsupervised learning with Pavlovian conditioning (where the contingencies of reinforcement prevail independently of an organism's behavior; see Domjan, 2005) , these equations are not commonly made. Perhaps ironically, unsupervised learning in humans is believed to participate in complex linguistic and cognitive behaviors (Aslin & Newport, 2012) , whereas Pavlovian conditioning in animals is typically relegated to behaviors of stark simplicity (Wasserman & Miller, 1997) .
In a recent supervised learning study, pigeons were taught to sort 128 photographs of objects into 16 categories by associating each photograph with 1 of 16 visual tokens ('pexigrams') that could be pecked to report category membership (Wasserman, Brooks, & McMurray, 2015) . On each trial, pigeons saw a single object plus two pexigrams: the correct pexigram for the presented category and a randomly selected pexigram from one of the other 15 categories. Pigeons received food for pecking the correct pexigram, but they received no food and were given correction trials for pecking the incorrect pexigram; thus, the experimenters only reinforced the pigeons' correct responses. Pigeons accordingly mastered the category learning task: They learned virtually all 16 training categories, they evidenced reliable generalization to new category exemplars, and they exhibited a high degree of coherence in their responding to stimuli within specific categories.
In Wasserman et al.'s (2015) task, category exemplars and correct pexigrams co-occurred; yet, as just noted, the experimenters additionally administered explicit corrective feedback. So, it is not possible with that paradigm to separately assess the contributions of supervision and statistical co-occurrence to pigeons' category learning. Because statistical co-occurrence is believed to be the sole route to association formation in unsupervised learning, we sought to develop and validate an unsupervised animal learning paradigm that is capable of supporting a rich set of associations acquired without explicit corrective feedback, much as infants and youngsters learn statistical regularities in their environment (e.g., Saffran, 2003) .
In the current project, we explored if simply pairing each of eight objects with each of eight pexigrams is sufficient to establish associations between them. Because the mere pairing of stimuli under unsupervised training would not yield informative performance, we included occasional probe trials in which each object was presented with both paired and unpaired pexigrams, and pigeons had to select one of 
